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CHAPTER I
AN INTRODLICTICN TO TH7 STTDY
great deal is said about this topic, but very little
is Known about it in any statistical ray.

It Is our intention

to bring to light as many facts regarding veterans as our
data will allow.
Veterans wno take advantage of the benefits of the
laws passed by Congress are divided into two groups:
Law 16 veterans and Public Law 346 veterans.

Public

The numbers

refer to the number of the bill as passed by congress.
Public Lew le, in brief, grants rehabilitation to
veterans in any way disabled as a result of their service to
our count/v.

Each one is riven vocational, educational, and

personal guidance, and an objective is set ue so that he may
go to school until it is reached.

They are assigned to a

training officer wno checks on their progress at varicua
intervals and at al: times supervises the veteran's work.
They are given hospital and medical attention if needed as
a result of an accident directly connected with their training.
Public Law 546 veterans are given the entitlement to
etr end scheel and are lprgely free to do as they choose,
sucject to irstitutional reguletions.

Tney may take a rea—

eral course or train fcr a cpecific job, but no limitations

to"
- 006„,
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are put cn ther7 as are put upon Public Law 16 veterans.
As long as their work is satisfactory to the college, they
are permitted to continue their training until their entitlement terminates.
A reccgnition of the increase and ensuing decrease in
attendance at state educational institutions make
timely subject.

this a

A discussion of the c--rades :
- nd lead of

veterans will be pertinent to co11ec7e officials as well as
interesting to the general public.
The rresent chapter delineates briefly the contents
of the study concernin

veterans at

estern Kentucky State.

Statement of the Problem
The problem arising from the study of the veteran may
be considered under
1.

following phases:

To consider the grades, load, and total enrollment

of veteran:.
2.

To recognize the attempts that have been made to

provide an e -ducational program suitFtle to both the school
and veteran and to note its shortcomings.
3.

To state the conclusions and recommendations

resulting from the study.

Source of the Data

The data for this stud: were gathered from

1„.

veteran's record cards filed In the veten's counselor's

,
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office and from the permanent record cards in tne registrar's office.

Eacn veteran's card contains the subjects

tahen, the credit hours earned, and the grade received by
tne veteran for each semester he was in residence.

Since

the registrar's effir.e kee.os no record of veterans as a
group, their files were used only when grades were not
available or were classified as "Xls" on the veteran's
record card in the counselor's office.
The averages of all students in residence for the
September, 1948, term were taken from a comcilation by the
registrar's office for that term.
Scope of the Study
This study of tne veteran includes 1,633 individual
veterans in attendance at Western Kentucky State College
for the nine terms from September, 1946, to September, 1948.
Limitations of the Study
The stuy is limited in some resPects by certain un-

avoidable circumstances.

It has been Impossible for the

author to find any previous studies on the subject to use
as a basis for comparison.

he libraries of Western Ken-

tucky Stae College and of Florida Southern College,
Lakeland, Florida, yielded no evidence of any similar or
related studies having been made.

,4
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Another limitation of the study
is the fact that it
was iLLossible to locate the gra
des of some veterans for
certain terms, although their files
were otherwise complete.
These terms were omitted, but they
would not exceed a total
of 75 terms cut of to total number
of cases studied, 6,647
terms, or slightly more than 1 per
cent.
A further limitation is the fact that
data were
available for the entire student body
for only one term.
"his made it impossible to make a
similar comparison for
the other eight terms.
Treatment and Collection of Data
The data used in this study are treated
from a comIfarative, analytical, and statisti
cal stand7r)oint wherever
possible.

CHAPTER II
ENROLLMv!NT, LOAD, AND AVERAGE
POINT STANDING
Let us first consider the first
part of our problem
as stated in Chapter I: To
consider the grades, load, and
total enrollment of veterans.
To facilitate this discussion,
Table I has been inserted.
TABLE I
QUARTER HOURS CARRIED, HOURS PASSED
AND AVERAGE,.
POINT STANDING BY TERMS
September, 1946-September, 1948
•Ii
DATE TERM
NUEBP"R 'AVERAGE NO. AVERAGE NO.
AVERAGE POINT
BEGAN
OF CASES HOURS CARRIED HOURS
PASSED
STANDING
Sept., 1 46
717
15.56
14.34
1.47
Jan., 147
740
15.85
14.81
1.54
Mar., 1 47
7e9
15.48
14.47
1.51
June, 1 47
614
12.86
12.26
1.02
Sept., 147
823
15.52
13.90
1.41
Jan., 148
818
/5.85
14.84
1.49
tar., 148
796
15.80
14.83
1.55
June, 1 48
611
15.08
14.50
1.64
Sept., 148
667
23.08*
21.28**
,
1.65
Average for
'
All Terms
731
16.12
15.03
,:. lr, -,-, ,....._____
1.54
** 14.19 Semester Hours

I
.

To collect these data, a master
data sheet was used.
This sheet was divided into
ten columns, one for each term

_

,
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and one for the veteran's number or name (averages were not
designated by name except when "X's" occurred or grades
were ommitted.)

Tne total number cf hours taken by the

veteran, his average grade, and department hours failed,
if any, were recorded under the appropriate term in the
order named.

At the bottom of the last sheet, the total

hours and average hours crried, total hours, and average
hours failed, total coints and average points were listed
for each term.

These were in turn totaled End the everage

grade and load computed for the entire period.

Average

hours failed were subtracted from the average hours carriEd
to find the average number of ho .. ..:rs passed.
The equivalents quoted in Table II are those used to
compute numerical standings used in Table I and are tnose
used by the registrar's office to determine the averazes
for the entire schol.

TABLE II
NUYERICAL EgZUIVALFNrn OF GRAD'S AT
WESTERN KFNTUCir.Y ST1-_77-7 COLL7G3

—

A
J741

3
2
1
0
0

Point Standings Compared
For the term beginning September, 1948, the
following
data for the entire school have been
compiled:
Average grade:
Average hours carried:

1.43
15.00

Attention should be called to the fact that
the
veteran's average for the same term was
1.65 or .22 points
better than the average for the whole schoo
l.

It may be

added that if the veteran's standings had
not been included
in the total group, the difference would have
been even
gref.ter.

That is, non-veterans would have had a consider-

ably lower average than veterans.
This leads to the conclusion that many were corre
ct
in thinking that veterans in the main are makin
g betterthan-average students.
There may be many reasons for their superior
grades
rather than their superior mentality.

This superiority is

hicnly doubtful, but this idea is purely suppositio
n on the
part of the author.

Only further study could prove or dis-

prove the theory.
The most probable explanation for their higher grade
s
would be that they are older and more mature,
are fully
aware of the responsibility resting on their shoulders,
and
buckle down to the task of studying, since they have
an incentive and a desire i..o make good grades.

B

As far as

load is concerned, the difference is

slight, since veterans on

the average carried .39 hours

more than 1.1e school average cf fifteen semes
ter hours.
Therefore, we cannot say that non-veterans carri
ed more
hours and hence were nindered by the amoun
t of time they
could spend studying on each subject.

On the contrary,

many cf the veterans are married, and since
they experience
some difficulty in supporting a family on
$,105 per month,
they must supplement it with wage earning
of some sort,
which at best is time-consuming.

On the other hand, the

married veterans are motivated by their wives
to do their
best.

Enrollment
A look at the "Number of Cases" column of Table
II
indicates that enrollment was on tne incre
ase from September, 1946, to September, 1947, and on a decre
ase from
September, 1947, to September, 1948.

We shall make excep-

tions of the two June terms on the grounds that
they are
not regular terms, and total enrollment fcr
the school
drops off correspondingly during summer school sessi
ons.
We do note, however, in June, 1948, the enrollment
for
veterans was slightly lower than for the corre
sponding
period In 1947.

9

From-. this it is logical to suppose that the
peak was
reached in September, 1947, and that any
further chanJes
in enrollment will be in the way of a decre
ase.

This bears

out predictions made by the Veterans Administra
tion to the
effect that 1947-1948 would be the peak year
of enrollment
and after taTA colleges could expect a decline.
For this reason Western as well as other colle
ges
throughout the nation must look for other mans
of maintaining their present enrollment.

In all probability this

serious dro:,; in enrollment could spell aisaster
for some
of the smaller colleges and hinder the larger ones
from
expanding their program as they have been doing in
recent
years.

Departmental Failures
rTv-le second part of our problem was to recognize the
attempts tht have been made to provide an educationa
l
program agreeable to bota the school and the veteran
and
note its shortcomings.
A great many of the veterans came to college, "to get
a college education," not because they wanted to
become
engineers, doctors, veterinarians, mathemaTicians, and
the
like.
such

For that reason, many of them enrolled in co::.rses

as

College ;agebl-a, chemistry, Zoology, history, and

English to get a fundamental knorledze of those subje
cts
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in order to be a better-rounded individual or
because the
college required it, not to become masters of
the fields.
Some of them took Introductory College Algeb
ra once, twice,
or three times, and one student tack it four times
before
he finUly earned credit for the course. This
case is the
exception, but it seems that such repetition
is a waste of
time and could be avoided.
This compilation of Department failures was made
by
using the master-sheet method.

This sheet was divided into

the various departments, which in turn were divid
ed into
courses.

Each failure was entered in the proper place,

these totaled, and the percentage of total semes
ter or
quarter failures per department and per course were
then
computed.

These semester percentages were then avereg.ed

and the departments listed in Table III in order of
largest
to smallest aggregat4 average.
Although not specifically studied in this peper,
"D's" In subjects were also high in some depar
tments.
These "ID's" had the same effect as failures, since
in
many cases they prohibited the student from continuing
that particulcr study.

They also were counted on the same

basis as failures in the averaging of grade
s.

1. Math.
2. Cherietry
3. Englin
4. History
5. 13io1or.,7
6„ Psyclic,..";--7. Ind, Ar
_'.. Physic:i
7. Agriculture
10. Goolor.:
11. Frennh
:-:. i!;conoinic:;
)1. Gcor;r:1T!-.7
74), Spani:- .
Art
..
-1
-',. Gorman
7. 3ociolojy
18. Muoic
l'!. rhys. Educ.
.. MucaLinn
2.1. renmanehip
:•.?.. 101. C,c.
Iota. fcr
Cert

•
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16.75
27.70
10.09
10.19
8.18
5.38
8.18
5.19
0.00
1.56
1.04
1.04
0.00
0.00
1.56
0.00
2.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.78
0.00
100.03

28.00
28.57
8.69
7.31
6.06
2.29
7.89
2.29
0.00
0.00
5.49
0.34
0.91
0.46
0.34
0.00
1.03
0.11
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00

InD.01

JAN.

1947

1946

....

J:11.

a

1

99.92

19.28
22.05
9.45
13.99
8.59
8.09
4.14
1.11
2.51
2.02
0.50
0.63
0.00
1.51
2.39
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.32
1.01
1.33
0.00

:'Ai..
l'7!;7

98.26

24.32.
14.05
13.51
12.97
14.86
4.32
2.16
1.08
1.08
4.24
1.08
0.00
1.08
1.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.62
0.00
0.n.
0.00
.

22.91
18.61
16.93
12.41
7.95
5.18
3.68
1.82
0.62
1.82
1.24
0.00
1.24
0.90
0.00
2.40
0.00
1.28
0.34
0.31
0.00
0. -,

.AT.
1947

OF FAILIJItE3 RY

JUIL
1947

1. ;.Q arr

TABLE III

100.14

6.28
1.45
0.00
2.54
0.49
0.97
0.00
0.49
1.21
2.05
0.54
0.36
0.36
0.00

3.88

18.71
12.04
14.00
12.55
7.97
8.09
6.16

JU.
148

100.20

16.48
9.47
13.24
15.70
9.47
7.27
3.76
4.77
1.0h
4.15
0.00
3.89
1.79
1.04
2.73
0.00
1.17
1.17
0.19
2.08
0.79
0.00

1(;48

99.80

700.00
100.03

i.6Git.ZATE
AT2A(TE
21.09
16.88
13.74
11.95
10.19
5.62
4.74
3.25
2.08
1.78
1.29
1.02
0.96
0.87
0.84
0.67
0.64
0.64
0.53
0.51
0.48
0.03

.
15.;7
15.07
17.56
11.21
10.09
6.60
3.86
48
3.86
0.75
0.00
0.75
1.74
1.87
0.00
3.11
0.00
0.37
1.00
0.87
0.00
0.00

1.

27.81
4.49
20.23
11.23
''.57
:
,.37
2.81
5.62
3.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.56
0.00
0.28
0.00

1948

•
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It is interesting, to note that the mathematics,
chemistry, English, historj, and biology departments were
responsible for nearly three-fourths (73.85 per cent) of
all the failures.

All other departments accounted for the

remaininz one fourth, each having less than 10 per cent
per departmeht.. The last ten departments had less than
1 per cent each.
cent.

These totaled only approximately 6 per

All departments from number nine to number twenty-

two had one or more semesters when no failures occurred.
Vihether or not the lower percentage departments are to be
commended is a matter of oninion, but it does seem that the
others are a little high.
In all fairness to the first five departments mentioned above, let us say that these are the departments
wnich offer the courses required of freshmen for graduation.
But even so, it seems that this is an unduly large percentage of failures for these departments taken collectively or singly.
This would suggest the necessity for flexible standf.•

ards within the departments.

Sucn standards would allow

credit to the student who does not intend to major in these
A

departments.

It

also suggests the possibility for more

nearly uniform stsndards between the departments, which
would reduce the great difference between the high and low
percentage departments.

At present it seems that the high

13

percentage departments are defeating tile pumose of the
veteran since a =all number Intend to become masters in
that particular subject.

We stall have more to sy rerd-

ing cures for this situation In Chapter III.
It is interesting to note that 64.0 per cent of the
ciology failures, 95.0 per cent of the history, 97.1 per
cent of the English, 88.8 per cent of the mathematics, and
94.2 per rent of the chemistry failures were in freshman
courses.
4

Percentage cf English, hiEtcry, and biology failures
generally increased over the period, wnereas chemistry and
mathematics generally declined.

CHAP'F,R III
CONCLUSIONS AND R7CO1Y7NDATIONS
This study has brought to light several interesting
and important findings.

Conclusions
1.

For the September, 1948, term, veterans nad a

higher point standing than the school average and for
the
entire period studied had an average which presents
them
In a ratner favorable light.
2.

For the September, 1948, term, veterans carried a

slightly heavier load than the school average and failed
on the average only ane hour per veteran per term.
3.

The peak enrollment was reached with the September,

1947, term, and since then enrollment has been declining.
4.

Mathematics, chemistry, English, history, and

biology departments accounted for the majority of failures
and did so In the order named.
Recommendations
The mathematics departments is to be commended for
attempting to remedy a rather unsatisfactory situation by

15

instituting a preliminary alaebr
a course to care for those
who lack adequate preparation.
This course is designed to
give students a general algebra
review and also give them
an insight into college mathemati
cs. It seems that this
has had a rather beneficial effect
on the oercentaze of
failures in that department sin
ce the percentage has been
on a gradual decline for the period
studied. If the splicy
were adhered to rather closely,
it is probable that more
failures could be avoided, for the
situation is far froi
perfect at siresent. If this cou
rse could setisfy the requirements of a freshman elective
an,f yet convince the
incaoable student that mathemati
c- is not his field for
ttciarization, the course would
by all means be adequate.
of course this is a bi.7 order for any
cne course to fill,
tut at c,resent this seems to be
the best solution to tLe
problem at hand.
Since it has helped remedy the mathem
atics situation,
it is loical to supeose that simila
r courses could be
arranged for the other deLartmen
ts to lower their percentage
of failures and yet satisfy the req
uirements of the college
and the various departn- ents for
graduation. Such courses
could give the student a foundatio
n in the field and de-

crease the mortality rate of the stu
dent in the more advanced
courss.
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It is recognized that the chemistry department of
Western lienucky State College is one of the best i

the

state and we are not suggesting a lowering of standards,
but we would like to see a flexibility of standards which
woula permit credit to be granted those who do not intend
to major in chemistry or the sciences.
The same could be true for the history and biology
departments and to a certain extent for the English department.

The English department may be considered frcm a

slightly different point of view, however, since there is
little excuse for a student not mastering the mechanics of
his native tongue.

Certain attempts have been made pre-

viously in the English department to lower the amount of
failures and probably could be used to good advantage again.
One method used is that of having i elvidual conferences to
bring the lower students even with the class.

Another

method was to segregate the extremely low students and
nave them meet a three-hour class five times a week.

This

method did not work a hardship on the students, for they
covered the same amount of material at a slower rate of
speed.
Another possible solution to there problems would be
70

increase the number of times each class is offered

..71%;,ring a terr c. limLt tne

en-1;61.n; L.n elc:1
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By so doing, a little more personal acquaintance with the
student and also some remedial work of a small group or
individual nature could be added.

In this way many capable

students could be encouraged rather than discouraged.
Dezartmente should investigate to determine the
causes for the lrge number of failures.

Such a study

would be the basis for a program and would set u

criteria

for guidinT certain students into the fields best suited
for them.

